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DisturbanceDomestic

19-32310

Westfalls Lane

Missing Adult

19-32180

Cypress Point Pwy
Good Will

Warrant
Service

19-32203

Blasdell Ct

LarcenyShoplifting

19- 32175

S.R.100 Target

Crash

19-32271

Belle Terre

S1 was cooking when his father V1 got mad and threw the food in the sink. S1 then
pushed V1 in the chest. S1 was arrested for Battery- Domestic and transported to
the inmate facility.
M1 went missing from Good Will, while the family was inside shopping. They
frequent the Palm Coast area, but live near Hastings. PAO was notified, Fireflight
responded and Admin page sent. M1 was located walking on Parkview.
FCSO saw the Brittni Pozza’s vehicle turning onto Bladell Ct,S1 abd S2 fled into the
house. Knowing S1 to have a warrant deputies followed in fresh pursuit. S1 ran
into the bathroom and FCSO took her into custody. S2, the driver, is suspended
with knowledge and prior convictions, he too was taken into custody.
S1 concealed a figurine valued at $19.99 in his pants. He took another valued at
$29.99 and replaced the bar code with something valued at $5.99. He was then
stopped by Loss Prevention after paying $5.99 and leaving the store. When S1 was
taken into custody he had a syringe and a contact lens case in his pocket. The case
had an orange powder, which did not test positive for anything. Its going to be
sent to FDLE , possible charges after identified.
Black KIA driven by O1 was travelling South on Belle Terre, coming from the R
section. It appears it first went off the roadway just north of East Hampton, and hit
some shrubs. It then hit a sign at East Hampton and continued south in the center
median, hitting more shrubs and small tree’s. The vehicle then went to the west
side shoulder and hit more trees. The vehicle continued south in the grass on the
west side hit the guide wires for the telephone pole, then through 3 yards, causing
damage to each. FPL responded, FHP responded to work the crash.
RP called because her Grandson, O1 and his pregnant girlfriend , O2 were in a
physical disturbance. Once RP called, the two left the residence, to an unknown
location. RP did not observe any injuries on either party. Being that O2 is 8 months
pregnant, a local BOLO was issued to check her welfare.
While working extra duty, FCSO deputy was approached by RP who advised her
daughter heard about a snapchat circulating about a school shooting, Through
investigative means a suspect was identified and interviewed, S1, who admitted
pre and post Miranda to sending the video as a joke. S1 was arrested and
transported to FCIF without incident and then to DJJ. When S1 was being
processed at DJJ he made suicidal comments to the intake officer. S1 was placed
under a Baker Act and transported to Halifax Hospital where he is still waiting to
be cleared.
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